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University’s third president quickly gets to work
University reach spans the world

It’s widely known, and oft repeated, that Florida Gulf Coast University was established to serve the educational and employment needs of Southwest Florida. And, for a decade, it’s done that, adding ever more programs along the way.

FGCU graduates are taking their places in the region’s workforce as much-needed teachers, health-care professionals, computer scientists, advertising executives and entrepreneurs.

But something else has happened in the University’s first decade that no one could have foreseen: FGCU has increasingly extended its reach, stretching far beyond its regional boundaries and aspirations and making its mark on the world.

If that sounds like overstatement, consider the stories that appear in just this single issue of Pinnacle:

• A team of FGCU computer science students was the only American group named to the top nine in an international Web design competition.
• Associate Professor Charlie Mesloh’s Weapons and Equipment Research Institute serves as a Consumer Reports type authority for the U.S. Department of Justice, assessing equipment for the nation’s police agency for the U.S. Department of Justice.
• Assistant Professor Sachiko Tankei-Aminian, an autoethnographer, employs her insights as a Japanese woman attempting to fit into American society to challenge her students’ cultural beliefs.

That’s just a sampling of the ways in which this University is changing life here in Southwest Florida and the lives of people all over the globe. FGCU’s influence can only continue to grow as the area’s population expands, the University matures and ever more graduates venture forth into the world armed with the knowledge and sense of civic responsibility they gain in their time here.

The possibilities are as limitless as the world itself. See for yourself in the pages that follow. And join me in future issues that will chronicle this exciting, important journey.

Karen Feldman
Pinnacle Editor
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Editor’s Corner

As the University enters its second decade, the possibilities are more exciting than ever. It’s fitting that we commemorate the community we have become in this month’s special anniversary edition. Although the publication of this very special issue began months ago, we couldn’t wait until this moment in time to share the news.

This edition explores what we have accomplished during the University’s first decade, and what we can expect in the next. We’re thankful for the support of our students, faculty, staff and community members.
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More than 7 million travelers are expected to pass through Southwest Florida International Airport in 2007, which means that a lot of people are going to see the works of seven Florida Gulf Coast University faculty and staff members.

The exhibit is part of the Lee County Port Authority’s Art in Flight Program.

“We feel the travel experience at the airport will be enhanced with the addition of new, local works of art throughout the terminal,” said Robert Ball, the port authority’s executive director. “We are happy to partner with our neighbors at Florida Gulf Coast University as they celebrate 10 years of education and the arts in Southwest Florida.” Assistant professor Scott Snyder, FGCU’s Gallery director, said, “It’s very exciting that so many visitors will be introduced to the creative spirit of Southwest Florida and to Florida Gulf Coast University through artwork created by fellow FGCU art faculty and staff.”

On display are works by Patricia Fay, associate professor; Geoffrey Hamel, adjunct instructor; Andrew Morris, Art Gallery studio manager; Morgane Paine, associate professor; Carl Schwartz, instructor; Anica Studvand, Art Gallery assistant curator; and Mary Voytek, assistant professor.

Throughout the airport, local artists have been commissioned to create public art installations. The new works include: a lot of people are going to see the works of seven Florida Gulf Coast University faculty and staff members.

The exhibit is part of the Lee County Port Authority’s Art in Flight Program.

“We feel the travel experience at the airport will be enhanced with the addition of new, local works of art throughout the terminal,” said Robert Ball, the port authority’s executive director. “We are happy to partner with our neighbors at Florida Gulf Coast University as they celebrate 10 years of education and the arts in Southwest Florida.” Assistant professor Scott Snyder, FGCU’s Gallery director, said, “It’s very exciting that so many visitors will be introduced to the creative spirit of Southwest Florida and to Florida Gulf Coast University through artwork created by fellow FGCU art faculty and staff.”

On display are works by Patricia Fay, associate professor; Geoffrey Hamel, adjunct instructor; Andrew Morris, Art Gallery studio manager; Morgane Paine, associate professor; Carl Schwartz, instructor; Anica Studvand, Art Gallery assistant curator; and Mary Voytek, assistant professor.

Florida Gulf Coast University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award associate, baccalaureate and master’s degrees.
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Prose takes center stage at annual authors’ conference

BY MELISSA BABINS

A love of writing drew 90 aspiring authors to the 2007 Sanibel Writers Conference to glean tidbits from the pros on the art and business of their craft.

The second annual event, which took place Oct. 4 through 7 at BIG ARTS on Sanibel Island, was sponsored by Florida Gulf Coast University and featured writing workshops, panels and readings.

Daily activities began at 7 a.m. with writing exercises led by Florida International University creative writing professor John Dufresne, who authored “The Lie That Tells a Truth,” a book about fiction writing. Amy Ortolano, an FGCU student who attended the conference, found these sessions helpful, saying Dufresne “has a delicate way of having you write a sentence that you don’t realize will become anything until you fill in the rest of the details and then you have a story.”

This year’s keynote speaker was Robert Olen Butler, who won the 1993 Pulitzer Prize for fiction for his collection of short works, “A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain.” At the Sanibel conference, he read from two of his works.

Some speakers addressed the business of writing, explaining the roles of freelance writers and literary agents.

Those who attended got the chance to share their own writings on the final day. Attendees were inspired by the advice and guidance offered by the presenters, and the presenters were impressed with the talent of those who attended, said FGCU instructor Tom DeMarchi, who organized the conference.

“I couldn’t have been happier about how everything unfolded,” he said. “The students and presenters were professional and the weather was beautiful. Everything went off without a hitch.”

– Melissa Babins is a senior at FGCU majoring in English.

University’s third president quickly gets to work

President Wilson G. Bradshaw arrived on campus Nov. 13 and immediately began introducing himself to the Florida Gulf Coast University community.

His first act was to share a still-warm apple crisp he’d baked that morning with his staff. He followed that up with endowment signings, met with educators from around the region, attended the Administrative Services Thanksgiving luncheon, spoke with students in a Senior Seminar class, addressed the Faculty Senate and began introducing himself to area political figures.

At his first address to the FGCU faculty and staff, he said, “We are at a very critical place and time for FGCU – with a need to carefully plan the institution’s next decade. “As we look ahead, I believe managed growth will be an important element of our vision.”

He noted that the state’s freeze on freshman enrollment will require creative ways to manage growth and that the University must ensure that a proper mix of programs and services are in place to meet the needs of the students and the region.

Bradshaw also called for weaving the University’s environmental mission into all aspects of operation.

“There is no question that Florida Gulf Coast University is an unparalleled success,” he said. “There is no question that we will be called on to do more and serve more as we look ahead. Our task is to find ways to be better each and every day in all ways.”

President-elect Wilson G. Bradshaw addresses faculty and staff, at left. Below, he and his wife, Jo Anna, talk with FGCU students.
Thousands of people turned out Oct. 27 for FGCU’s Community Day, a celebration of the University’s 10th anniversary. The event began with an address by President Wilson G. Bradshaw, followed by concerts, lectures, tours, exhibits and games that showcased the wealth of educational, cultural and social opportunities available. The day’s festivities also included Eagle Expo and Family Weekend, which offer potential students and their families a taste of life FGCU-style.
When she steps into a classroom and turns on the light, it seems to come from within her, with a high-wattage intensity that is both illuminating and uncomfortable for her students.
That is as she intends.
Her first name is Sachiko, which rhymes roughly with Satchmo (the Louis Armstrong tag). Her last name used to be Tankei, the Japanese family name she inherited in her homeland, where she was raised in the same house the Tankeis have inhabited for nearly a century, in Konan City in the Aichi Prefecture, on the main island south of Tokyo.
Then, two years ago, she married an Iranian man named Farshad Aminian. So now she is Sachiko Tankei-Aminian. She’s 35 years old, and her title, as of fall 2007, is assistant professor in the Department of Communication and Philosophy at Florida Gulf Coast University. Her husband is a visiting instructor in film studies at FGCU, specializing in the lively, and sometimes persecuted, world of Iranian cinema.
Her expertise, loosely put, is cultural adventure, especially if those words are taken in their literal Latin sense: “adventure” means to come to something. And “culture” – related to the word cultivate (to cut) – is a set of habits ploughed or cut into the behavior of human beings.

More precisely, Sachiko Tankei-Aminian is an autoethnographer, someone who studies culture through herself.

“When I teach intercultural communications, I’m always up front about what will happen,” she says. “The students think, ‘Oh, this must be a class of learning about other cultures – food, music, clothing – especially when the teacher is international faculty.’

“But I tell them, ‘I am not focusing on that side of other cultures. I’m going to focus on your own culture. In this class experience, I am going to take out your floor from under your feet – I’ll challenge your belief system.’”

“It’s her revealing variation on the classic American expression – pulling the rug from under your feet. She intends to do much more, however, than simply pull the rug out from under her students and their expectations. She aims to change their views of themselves and their places in the world, completely – to pull the whole floor out from under them, which is the nature of autoethnography. She calls that experience “the discomfort of truth,” which she illustrates with the fable of the fish.

“I start with this fable,” she says. “A young fish in the ocean asks the elder fish, ‘What does the ocean look like?’ The fish is in the ocean, but asking the elder one what it’s like, because the young fish is immersed, so he or she cannot see the nature of the whole.”

Tankei-Aminian knows firsthand what it means to be the young fish suddenly taken outside and shown the great ocean.

The first time she flew in an airplane, for example, she was in her late 20s. On that day she flew more than 6,300 miles west from Japan, landing at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport and traveling to Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, where she had been accepted as a graduate student.

There, several momentous events would take place: She would spend several years working toward a Ph.D. (she is now in the final stages, completing her dissertation while teaching at FGCU); she would experience first joy; then confusion and frustration at her treatment in the surrounding, mostly Anglo-American culture; she would write, direct and produce what is now her highly feted and often performed one-woman play, “On Becoming Japerican;” and she would meet her future husband, who holds a Master of Fine Arts degree from Southern Illinois.

It was terrifying and exhilarating, she recalls. “I vividly remember the enormous excitement, that I could test my English in an English environment with every single small thing – I could ask at the airport what time it was, or where was my exit, my gate. That simple task that I actually could do, that produced enormous joy.

“Also the smell – the smell of coffee, the smell of cheese pizza and popcorn and stuff. Especially when I go back to Japan and come back, the smell of coffee makes me realize I am in a foreign land.”

But those things would rank among the least of her adventures in the American culture, about which she remains passionately inquisitive.

“One of my favorite things is the way she experiences learning about the world, with this real openness,” says Amy Kilgard, a fellow graduate student at Southern Illinois who is now a professor of performance studies at San Francisco State University. Kilgard lived with Tankei-Aminian for three years in Carbondale.

“She takes great pleasure in her learning,” Kilgard says. “We would tease her, and she would tease us, about very bizarre words in English, or funny expressions. She’d teach us something equivalent in Japanese.

“And one day we had a tasting party, and we tried fermented soybeans. It’s a very unusual substance, not like anything I’ve tasted in this culture. Or any culture. It has the consistency of a Rice Krispees treat, but it’s soy. Then we took pictures of each one of us trying it.”

What makes those photos so funny and revealing, says Kilgard, is that nobody looks comfortable – except perhaps Tankei-Aminian. But she had her turn, too.

“The one thing she can’t stand in this culture is blue cheese,” Kilgard says. “So we had this funny trade. But she will eat absolutely anything else.”

A funny trade became less amusing as time wore on for the woman increasingly estranged from her own culture, but more than ever aware of her alienation from this one.

She uses her performance in “On Becoming Japerican” to describe her transition, marked by stages of understanding.

“I start with that excitement – I was just excited about living in a different country,” she says. Especially a country whose culture had so dominated the dreams of her working-class girlhood, when she adored Tom and Jerry cartoons, American sitcoms, her dreams of her working-class childhood, when she adored Tom and Jerry cartoons, American sitcoms, her first American movie, “Superman,” and the arrival in Japan of Disney World, when she was a schoolgirl first studying English, she recalls.

She had never met an American at that point. “Then in my performance I shift to the challenges I faced,” she says. “At the beginning (in Illinois) I thought, ‘If I improve my English, if I get rid of my accent, and if I get accustomed to American ways of living, I’ll be fine. I’ll be OK. I’ll get used to it. If I work hard, then I’ll be welcome here as a fellow.’ That was my naive
mentality then. I really believed that at the beginning."

But evidence to the contrary began to collect around the edges of her experience, like grains of sand. “That label ‘Asian’ – I kept hearing it, and I began to realize it had some kind of negative connotation. That was the first time I started exploring issues of identity. And for the first time, I was really out of my own cultural box.”

That proved to be a good thing, which is why she teaches discomfort to American students now, she says. She began to notice that cashiers in restaurants or stores, and people elsewhere, would not make eye contact with her, or give her the same kind of smiles they gave each other. And finally, she spotted a sign on the SIU campus directed to international students placed there by other international students, that said, “Speak English all the time, even with your friends at home, if you hope to be successful at SIU.”

In that moment, everything changed for her, she says. “It was well-intentioned,” she recalls, “but it hurt me so much.” They were asking her not to be herself – they were asking her to perform, in her view, an act of self-destruction.

She refused, and began to look more deeply at herself and her experiences – and at Americans. In the first production of her play at Southern Illinois, she included five or six Japanese actors who played the various stages of her evolution.

But Anthropology Professor Scott Clark of Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in Indiana saw the play, and encouraged her to create the one-woman tour de force that it became. The experience, he says, caused him to become a strong supporter of the woman and her work, just as her friend and colleague, Amy Kilgard, had.

“She was asking me to teach through the discomfort of truth,” Kilgard says. “Her willingness and ability to teach through performance is astonishing – she embraces and brings her experience to life in an important way we all have access to, even though we don’t have the experiences,” Kilgard says.

The discomfort such learning requires is something Tankei-Aminian continues to embrace in her own life. In December, for example, she had plans to travel with her husband to Iran for the first time.

All of it will become grist for her mill – at least her friends hope it will.

“This additional layer of her being married to an Iranian man – this is fascinating,” Kilgard says. “I’m going to strongly advocate for a performance to come out of this trip.”

But Tankei-Aminian is not optimistic about the effects of the education she can offer students, either in class or in performance.

“I sometimes have to wonder, ‘Is this teaching doing anything at all?’ I hear about hate crimes, and I wonder if any of this is effective. I wonder if my students will even change. And sometimes I ask them, ‘What do you think?’”

“Some have told me, ‘Sachiko, you shouldn’t underestimate us.’”

— Roger Williams is a freelance writer based in Alva.
Weapons of less destruction

Researcher fired up about preventing injuries

BY KAREN FELDMAN

As a former police officer, Charlie Mesloh knows how it feels to carry a loaded gun and a wooden baton knowing he might have to use them.

As an associate professor in FGCU’s Division of Justice Studies and director of the Weapons and Equipment Research Institute, he devotes his time to testing weapons he hopes will be just as effective but pose less of a hazard to law enforcement officers and those with whom they interact.

At a University that prides itself on its environmental commitment and cutting-edge technology, an Institute such as Mesloh’s may at first appear out of place.

But a second look reveals that the assortment of implements in and around Mesloh’s office, and those he plans to test in the future, mesh well with both aspects of the University’s mission.

Many of the devices he evaluates and reports on to the National Institute of Justice – a subgroup of the U.S. Department of Justice – could potentially keep people and the environment better protected.

Ken Millar, dean of the College of Professional Studies, says, “Dr. Mesloh’s research with less lethal weapons makes these weapons safer and more effective for the law officers employing them and ensures that the weapons, when used, do indeed have a ‘less lethal’ outcome.”

Why devote so much time and effort to testing less lethal equipment? “I saw a void in the research, that very little was being done that was then applied,” says Mesloh, who founded the Institute in 2004. “You can very quickly establish yourself in the field. There are a great deal of opportunities. If I went into more traditional areas, I’d be competing against every criminal justice officer on the planet.”

Mesloh estimates his Institute brought in $700,000 to $800,000 in grants in the past year. Proposals for another $1.5 million are under review.
He selects the items he tests based on what he believes will be valuable in real life, even if it may seem like something from a science-fiction film, such as grenade launchers that shoot bean bags or guns that expel nets instead of bullets.

“If it’s something that’s going to be positive, if the findings can be applied, that’s my big decision factor,” he says.

One project with immediate and significant value in the field involved highway flares. Conventional flares contain highly toxic materials and can start brush fires, a particular hazard in drought-parched Florida. Add to those concerns that few agencies have policies on what to do with used flares.

“Most of the time, they end up kicked off onto the side of the road or, a best-case scenario, going to pick up a hot melted flare,” he says. “It’s going to get all over the car.”

The experiments he and his research assistants conducted using beacons, strobing lights and rechargeable devices determined which would be effective replacements and might solve both environmental and safety problems.

“It’s very easy to deploy them on the roadway and you don’t have to monitor them to make sure they don’t start a brush fire,” Mesloh says.

He and his team spent months working with and researching the use of Tasers, devices over which there’s long been controversy, but which Mesloh considers important tools.

“The deaths people are associating with Tasers are generally drug related,” he says. “That does not mean there aren’t cases out there that aren’t, but every case we’ve looked at has had a drug link. Obviously, shocking somebody with a Taser does not enhance their well being, but we can’t find why it would cause them (permanent) physical harm. And it is an alternative to shooting.”

Although many people believe Tasers should only be used when deadly force is required, Mesloh says law enforcement officers look at it as a first-strike tool, something to de-escalate a confrontation so as to avoid the use of deadly force.

“I know it goes contrary to what the ACLU and other groups are saying, but they haven’t looked at the data, or have looked at it from a very superficial standpoint,” Mesloh says. “If we wait and use it later, we’re going see many more suspects injured or even killed.”

Most of the research conducted through Mesloh’s Institute, however, involves more benign materials.

Over the past semester, he and a group of students experimented with night-vision equipment, spending muggy, mosquito-infested nights on the darkened campus testing 11 infrared beacons to determine the limitations of each and how they can best be used. The devices have a variety of applications, including marking evidence so an officer can come back later with night-vision equipment and retrieve it.

In the process, the team developed a canine tracking harness on which an infrared beacon can be mounted without interfering with the dog’s ability to work so officers in search-and-rescue operations can keep track of their canine partners.

The canine harness – tested on Mesloh’s German shepherd, Caya – has led to yet another project: using the harness to carry a video camera.

“It allows us to have better documentation of what’s occurring in the field,” Mesloh says.

That’s important because of the plethora of lawsuits involving police dogs.

“You have a suspect that resists and you use a police dog to track him down and the suspect’s bitten,” Mesloh says. “The officer writes that the suspect continued to fight the dog. Then the person speaks to an attorney and starts to see dollar signs. He says ‘I was handcuffed and not resisting and they sicced the dog on me, the dog was completely out of control.’ That’s where the civil litigation begins.”

Settlements can cost millions of dollars and legal fees to defend the dogs and officers can be expensive too. With a visual and audio record, cases will be more clear cut.

Mesloh, who earned a master’s degree in Criminal Justice at the University of Central Florida, returned to FGCU to teach and operate his Institute because of the entrepreneurial mindset of the place.

“It didn’t have customs and rules that prevented certain types of research,” he says.

An added benefit of the Institute’s existence is the research experience students gain.

“A significant aspect of Dr. Mesloh’s research is his active engagement of his students in his research activities,” Millar says. “These students leave FGCU with advanced knowledge of less lethal weapons, sophisticated research skills and, frequently, one or more publications with Dr. Mesloh. This has led, in turn, to quick entry into law enforcement work and/or graduate studies.”
By Roger Williams

It’s a classic, if unconventional, tale of success through true grit: Florida state champion baton twirler turned dental assistant and mother goes back to school and finishes her degree at Florida Gulf Coast University.

Then she and a couple of professors convince the University president to hire her before some other lucky outfit gets her, so he comes up with the money and she’s employed.

Finally, she decides to save the world one person and one creature at a time with kindness, education and activism, going at it with a vengeance.

Her name is Ricky Pires, roughly pronounced Pierce. At 56 years of age, her energy level registers somewhere in the stratosphere, which is fortunate because she created (as a student) and now heads (as the director) the Wings of Hope program at Florida Gulf Coast University.

While she hasn’t saved the entire world yet, she’s working on it.

As she’s driving home after another 80-hour work-week, not long before Thanksgiving, her cell phone rings, just as she finishes a jelly doughnut.

“It’s benign,” Pires announces animatedly into the phone. “I am so relieved. I don’t have time for cancer. Some people go celebrate with a drink, but I have a jelly doughnut. I shouldn’t, because I have high cholesterol, but tonight I don’t care!”

A great bubbling laugh, like uncorked champagne, froths up out of her.

None of that will surprise her students or her colleagues and mentors at FGCU. Except, perhaps, the part in which a potential illness could ever slow down so vital a soul.

This time it hasn’t, although as she reveals this information, she soberes quickly. Her mother — who lives in the Naples area and helps her significantly in University projects as a volunteer — has just completed treatment for breast cancer.

Lynn Garcia, executive secretary for the Department of Language and Literature in FGCU’s College of Arts and Sciences, has nothing but praise for Pires.

“This woman would give you the shirt off her back,” she says. “She’s just that kind. She’s the panther lady — and she’ll do anything for anybody. Working with her is the best because she gives 100 percent of herself — no, 110 percent — every day to this cause.”

— Lynn Garcia

Ricky Pires aims to teach the world to go green

BY ROGER WILLIAMS

Top: Ricky Pires created and runs Wings of Hope.
Bottom: Brenda Brooks leads school children on a tour of CREW.
Left: Casting of land otter paw
Below: Ricky Pires, left, and FGCU student Nicoletta Gala show Poinciana Elementary School pupils the camera used to photograph panthers. Children donate change that’s used to buy the infrared motion cameras.

Working with her is the best because she gives 100 percent of herself — no, 110 percent — every day to this cause.”

— Lynn Garcia

Above: Images captured with cameras mounted in prime panther habitat in Collier County. Left: Casting of land otter paw
Below: Ricky Pires, left, and FGCU student Nicoletta Gala show Poinciana Elementary School pupils the camera used to photograph panthers. Children donate change that’s used to buy the infrared motion cameras.

Ricky Pires aims to teach the world to go green

Working with her is the best because she gives 100 percent of herself — no, 110 percent — every day to this cause.”

— Lynn Garcia
assistance of FGCU students. “This started in a class she took with me as an undergraduate nine years ago,” says Maria Roca, chairwoman of the Department of Communication and Philosophy, who considers Pires one of the finest students she’s ever had.

“This is the kind of student who makes my career worth it,” Roca says. “She turned my class into a panther habitat. When we came out of that class, I said to her, ‘This is a model for environmental education. We should be teaching this in the schools.’ So we went to then-President (William) Merwin, with (Professor) Win Everham, and said, ‘What do you think, can you hire her?’ He loved the idea, and gave us the money.” Pires’ Wings of Hope is a masterpiece of impassioned logistics designed to teach people how to save living things. Nowadays the program offers service-learning credits to University students from all academic disciplines (they must complete 80 hours to graduate) – 210 students this semester.

Under Pires’ direction, they reach area children one on one, showing them how to live “green,” or protect bird habitats, or conserve water, or save endangered panthers, as part of the high-profile Panther Posse. Since 2000, the program has reached more than 100,000 children.

“We educate thousands of kids this way,” Pires explains. “We get everyone talking to everyone – I’m trying to bring back the notion that we’re all sitting on the front porch, and we should be talking to each other about important things, like people used to. It’s working, too. I have a little boy who educated his grandma back in Italy. They’re talking to their moms or families. I tell the kids, ‘the man at the 7-Eleven needs to know.’ A lot of kids want to help, but they just don’t know how.”

That is, they don’t know how until they meet Pires and her students. In the case of the Panther Posse, for example, she divides FGCU students into teams of five. She trains them then assigns each team a school or project. Finally, the children pay a visit to FGCU, many of them beaming with excitement at being on a college campus for the first time.

The children rotate through five stations in which FGCU students teach them about panther kittens, panther research and radio collars, wildlife tracks, panther history and water conservation.

Above: FGCU student Pablo Riera instructs the Pinewoods Elementary Panther Posse on how to use a Global Positioning System device at CREW.

Below: Ricky Pires teaches children about plants, wildlife and habitat at CREW.

Top left: FGCU student Kelly Sheriff shows children a video of panther kittens in a den.

Bottom left: Wings of Hope assistant director Sarah Davis explains panther history.

“The big picture is caring for everything around you.”

– Ricky Pires

Facts of life

- Who: Ricky Pires
- Born: Enid, OK (moved to Miami, then Naples as a youngster)
- Education: Naples High School, FGCU
- Position: Director, Wings of Hope
- Favorite book: “Any Harry Potter. I like to read what the kids are reading. And, ‘Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature Deficit Disorder,’ by Richard Louv. I keep trying to re-read that.”
- On girlhood: “We didn’t have environmental education. I fished a lot with my dad. And now it breaks my heart to go fishing – people can kill so many other things when they do. I’m a vegetarian now. I don’t want to hurt creatures. They’re just another species like me, trying to live life.”
- Mission: “Building bridges of hope for wildlife and the environment and the human community, and doing it by using University students to teach kids.”
- Mentor: (Former FGCU assistant professor) “Bill Hammond, who has put so much of his life into being kind to nature.”
- Family: Husband, Tony; son, Colin; daughter-in-law, Kim; rescued Labrador retrievers, Prancer and Zoe
- Special award: Florida Wildlife Federation’s 2006 Environmental Educator of the Year
- Legacy: “I’d love to have the staff to expand Wings of Hope to other colleges and universities. Wings of Hope will be my legacy.”
or classrooms, or other places where University students gather. They also get to share in what FGCU students are thinking about their careers and lives. “It can change them completely,” Pires says.

And then they experience the Panther Posse, through which they gain insight into what’s involved in saving a single species from extinction. In Pires’ view, becoming familiar with a single animal or bird is humanizing and invaluable, and something she aims for in her education of both University students and young children.

“I’ve felt in my heart that one person can make a difference,” Pires says. “If we’re all positive, if we’re kind to each other, and if we connect to wildlife—that is, if one child or person can connect to one animal—then we can save ourselves, and maybe the animals, too.”

Pires believes that introducing people to any creature or environment other than their own changes everything for the better.

There is also a hard-core pragmatism in her notions. “I don’t want my grandkids to have to say, ‘Florida panther,’ and be able to find it only in old photos online,” she says.

So she uses most of her waking hours trying to prevent that nightmarish scenario from occurring.

Part of the Panther Posse requires both school kids and University students to travel to the Corkscrew Regional Ecosystem Watershed Land & Water Trust (CREW) east of Naples, where 60,000 acres of prime panther habitat exist.

The program only works, she says, because of all those who supply money and manpower, including: the Collier County Audubon Society, CREW, the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission Panther Team (including panther biologist Mark Lotz), FGCU students, staff and faculty, the Florida Wildlife Federation, the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge, Friends of the Florida Panther Refuge, Sen. Burt Saunders, South Florida Water Management District and the Woodward, Pires and Lombardo law firm.

The University pays her salary, but Pires has spent $15,000 of her own over the years on the program. She’s grateful for all the support and determined to use it sagely.

“When my students are through with this, they’ll be kinder to the earth. They’ll be kinder to other people.”

– Ricky Pires

At CREW, young students learn about panther behavior on the ground and get a firsthand look at the habitat in which they live.

The program only works, she says, because of all those who supply money and manpower, including: the Collier County Audubon Society, CREW, the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission Panther Team (including panther biologist Mark Lotz), FGCU students, staff and faculty, the Florida Wildlife Federation, the Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge, Friends of the Florida Panther Refuge, Sen. Burt Saunders, South Florida Water Management District and the Woodward, Pires and Lombardo law firm.

The University pays her salary, but Pires has spent $15,000 of her own over the years on the program.

She’s grateful for all the support and determined to use it sagely.

“When my students are through with this, they’ll be kinder to the earth. They’ll be kinder to other people.”

– Roger Williams is a freelance writer who lives in Alva.
**Arts Calendar**

**“I Am in It: Contemporary Chinese Calligraphic Expressions”**

Jan. 10 – Feb. 16
Opening reception: Jan. 10, 5-8 p.m.
Arts Complex Gallery
Guest curated by Yinggu Zhang, director of Nankai University’s Art History Center, this exhibit will showcase a new cultural phenomenon in China brought about through an influx of Western influences. The works are by leading contemporary artists from the People’s Republic of China drawing on their personal experiences and experimenting with departures from traditional calligraphic style.

**“Where the Wild Things (Still) Are: A Wildlife Art Exhibition and Fund Raiser for CROW and the FGCU Art Gallery”**

Feb. 28 – March 28
Opening reception/preview party: Feb. 28, 5-8 p.m.
Closing party/silent auction: March 28, 5-8 p.m.
This exhibition/silent auction benefits both culture and creatures of Southwest Florida. CROW (Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Wildlife, Inc. on Sanibel Island) and The Art Gallery at FGCU have partnered to bring this intriguing exhibition/fundraiser to heighten awareness of wildlife and the need for its protection. A few of the international and local artists participating are Romero Britto, Josef Raffael, Marilyn Manson, Bernard Pras, Andy Browne, Ken Hoffman, Barbara Hoffman and Sherry Rohl.

---

**“The Living BLOG”**

Professor melds media to explore apocalypse

BY KAREN FELDMAN

Drama professor Barry Cavin is giving a 21st-century cyber-spin to a Depression-era concept.

“The Living Blog,” scheduled for 10 performances starting Feb. 13, takes the Works Progress Administration’s Federal Theatre Project, the largest federally sponsored effort to produce theater events and employ members of the industry, and adapts it to the media of today.

Cavin, chairman of FGCU’s Department of Visual and Performing Arts, is the creative force behind this undertaking.

“The Federal Theater Project produced some works classified as ‘The Living Newspapers,’” Cavin says. “Plays were written by researchers who researched the papers of the day and created a play centered around the themes of the day.

“My idea is that newspapers are trying to stay alive, but are being adapted in some ways by the Internet. We have a lot of blogs, blogs, blog writers who are creating news product right alongside newspapers.”

Based on themes he saw emerging on the Internet, he’d originally intended to create one play with five themed acts: scandal, elections, war, environment and, finally, apocalypse. The material would come from blogs, with the five acts presented online and on stage. But he eventually shifted his thinking.

“It’s too big a piece to tackle in one evening of a performance,” he says, “so we’re going to do the last act first because it tended to radiate into the other subjects.”

The idea of apocalypse as the central focus appeals to Cavin.

“It’s its literal meaning is ‘unveiling’. It rests in counterpoint to what most people think of as apocalypse as a world-ending event,” he says.

The production will be multi-layered, that is, it will incorporate live actors on stage with video displays to create a montage, which, he believes, is the way people have come to see the world.

“Every layer, he says, “The brain adapts to whatever stimuli is given it. There’s evidence that the brain physically adapted to montage and needs to have that. To reach a younger audience in live performance it’s interesting to try to layer it so they have various things to look at. What you don’t see on the Internet and television is that these multiple layers can talk to each other and that conversation is interesting.”

**Show time**

- **What:** “The Living Blog”
- **Who:** Written, designed and directed by Barry Cavin
- **When:** Feb. 13-17 and 20-24, curtain 8 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday
- **Where:** The Theatre Lab, FGCU Arts Complex
- **Cost:** $10 general admission; $5 for FGCU students, faculty and staff with ID. Tickets available starting Feb. 4.
- **Information:** Call (239) 590-7268.
Chinese artists find modern expression through ancient technique

BY NANCY STETSON

Contemporary Chinese artists are exploring the traditional art form of calligraphy, re-examining it and, in the process, turning it inside out. With radically different styles, they’re melding the ancient art with modern Western abstract sensibilities.

From Jan. 10 through Feb. 16, the Florida Gulf Coast University Art Gallery exhibits the work of four Chinese artists in “I Am in It: Contemporary Chinese Art Expressions.” The participating artists include Shao Yan (Shandong Province); Yiliao (Henan Province); Lan Zhenghui (Guangdong Province); and Pu Lieping (Sichuan Province).

Many of the works are quite large. Shao Yan’s work, “Be Genial, Sage and Quick” (1997), is nine feet tall. On a narrow strip of white rice paper, Shao Yan painted large, thick characters. As they near the bottom of the page, they grow increasingly larger, until the page is filled with the blackness of a character, with only small windows of white peeking through.

The work is as stark and bold as a Franz Kline and would be very much at home in New York’s Guggenheim Museum or Museum of Modern Art. “Contemporary Chinese art is so popular,” says Yiguo Zhang, executive professor, director of Nankai University’s Art History Center and guest curator for the FGCU Art Gallery. “You can see the sales at Christie’s and the art auctions. The prices are so high, it’s incredible.”

Scott Snyder, FGCU Art Gallery director and assistant professor, says, “This exhibition is a wonderful opportunity for FGCU students and the Southwest Florida community to see large-scale works that exemplify the power and rhythm of masterful brushwork—all from a small sampling of artists that are part of the dramatic cultural shift going on in today’s China.”

For Zhang, contemporary Chinese artists fall into two categories: those who study Western art in China, then come to the United States and study Western art here, and those with a strong foundation in traditional Chinese art who then study Western art in China. The four artists he chose for this exhibit belong to the latter category.

“Each of the artists is a key player in the field, and each artist represents different approaches,” he says.

Zhang, who is himself a calligrapher, says calligraphy is a high art, the most typical of Chinese traditional art.

“At the same time, people think calligraphy has some kind of elements of modern art,” he says. “It’s very dramatic. We appreciate the beauty of the stroke, of the line. A calligrapher has their own style of the abstract quality: line, brush stroke, construction, rhythm, ink, all of the artistic elements.”

Work of this type is seldom shown in the United States. In the late ’90s, Zhang curated an exhibit for Columbia University in New York City. The catalog for the exhibit, “Brushed Voices: Calligraphy in Contemporary China,” is a best-seller in its field.

“This is the first type of show of this new kind of art,” Zhang says. “Most of the pieces are modern, new classical calligraphy. This has never been done before.”

Shao Yan, for example, “has the great foundation of Chinese tradition, and he has a particular way to re-interpret our tradition,” Zhang says. “He was awarded many prizes in classical Chinese calligraphy, but he transcended. To depart is not easy, but he departed dramatically. In each period, his work shows big differences.”

Yiliao bases his work in Buddhist tradition and Zen taste.

“Very simple, very strong, very powerful,” says Zhang. Lan Zhenghui uses heavy ink and strokes, while Pu Lieping’s work reflects his passion for both music and calligraphy.

The four artists will give workshops and talks for FGCU students and the public, and will visit schools in the region.

“The show is making me so excited,” Zhang says. “In this one, there are no gaps between the West and the East. People can appreciate Chinese contemporary art, because it is all abstract art. They’re reinterpreting Western art. This is a dialogue between the East and the West.”

— Nancy Stetson is a freelance writer who lives in Cape Coral.

Show time

• What: “I Am in It: Contemporary Chinese Art Expressions”
• Where: The FGCU Art Gallery
• When: Jan. 10-Feb. 16
• Opening reception: Jan. 10, 5 to 8 p.m.
• Gallery hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Saturday (closed on University holidays)
• Admission: Free

Information: Call the Gallery at 596-1799.
By Jay Macdonald

It takes talent, teamwork and dedication to build the perfect machine.

It takes all of that, plus a touch of obsession, to build a recognized computer science program.

But in just two years, a handful of Florida Gulf Coast University Computer Science majors have taken the University’s Computer Science program from obscurity to international acclaim by placing high in collegiate competitions sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, or IEEE.

This year, Rick Szatkowski, ’07 (Computer Science), led the all-senior team of Victor Elci, Jonathan Eren and Ryan Firtell to a top nine finish in the IEEE Computer Society Web Programming Competition (referred to as CHC) by building an educational Web site about computer pioneer Jonathan Titus. FGCU was the only U.S. team to rank in the top nine.

The highlight of the Titus project: a video interview with Titus himself about his groundbreaking Mark 8, the first retail kit computer that hit the hobbyist market in the mid-1970s.

“That was very cool,” says Szatkowski. “I was surprised that he was still as active as he is today, left: Jonathan Eren, Victor Elci, Rick Szatkowski (seated), Janusz Zalewski and Neven Skoro with award

Top left: This Flash introduction serves up as soon as the user goes to the site.
Top right: This page about Jonathan Titus features a bio, text interview and video interviews.
Bottom left: Describes the lesson section. When a user puts a mouse over one of the lesson boxes, a brief description of the section is displayed. The lessons pages are for students and others to learn more about microcomputing.
Bottom right: This time line shows the advancement of Jonathan Titus’ Mark 8 in comparison with other advancements in the computing industry.

BY JAY MACDONALD

World-Wide Win

Computer Science team garners top international honors
As cell phones get retired and sent to other places, they can be used to access automated information banks to learn Business 101 skills,” Szatkowski explains. “You could use just text automation from a call center and not even need an Internet connection.”

On the local level, Skoro won a $1,000 Innovation Leadership Award from the Economic Development Council of Collier County this year, primarily for his programming work with two robots. One was an obsolete fixed-arm assembly robot that he reanimated, the other a wheelchair-looking mobile unit that he programmed for Bluetooth wireless control.

While the fixed-arm robot was challenging (Skoro had to scour the Internet for documentation since the manufacturer had long ago ceased operations), the mobile unit continues to feed his love of robotics. In addition to expanding its range from a few feet using an infrared TV remote control to 300 feet with Bluetooth radio frequency control, he has customized it to pay attention to its surroundings.

“I programmed it so it would think about its environment. If I put it on a table and ordered it to do things, it wouldn’t fall off the table or hit an object because I equipped it with five sensors,” he says. “You could implement this stuff on a car or a wheelchair or a bomb detector. I’m pretty sure in the near future we will see cars that will not hit anything.”

During their four undergraduate years together, these budding programmers have formed a bond and pushed FGCU onto the international stage at the urging – heck, let’s say it – of Janusz Zalewski, their taskmaster and (tor)mentor, known fondly as “Dr. Z.”

“I would point out multiple deficiencies wherever they thought it was good,” he says. “That was my contribution.”

An electrical engineering by training, Zalewski inherited a fledging program when he arrived at FGCU from the University of Central Florida in 2002.

“Computer Science began in the College of Arts and Sciences, and eventually was moved into the Lutgert College of Business. There, it was still jumping into things and playing around with hardware. Back in 1975 was a long time ago. Our team wasn’t even born until 10 years later.”

The team was even able to obtain a vintage Mark 8 on eBay, for which Timu generously donated a set of circuit boards. Making that relic work will likely fall to a future Computer Science class. [Learn more about this computing pioneer at the team’s tribute site: http://chc61.fgcu.edu/home.aspx].

Last year, Szatkowski also led FGCU’s team to a top 10 finish in its first CHC international competition with a Web site about the history of computing in Poland.

The awards don’t stop there. The team of Szatkowski, Eren, Elci and senior Neven Skoro last year won first place for best undergraduate design in an international wearable computer competition sponsored by Altered Think and IEEE. Their design: a system that enables people in remote areas without computers to access business training via automated voice and text using their cell phone, iPod or PDA.

“I try to motivate them to think bigger, to shape their own careers.” — Janusz Zalewski

While the fixed-arm robot was challenging (Skoro had to scour the Internet for documentation since the manufacturer had long ago ceased operations), the mobile unit continues to feed his love of robotics. In addition to expanding its range from a few feet using an infrared TV remote control to 300 feet with Bluetooth radio frequency control, he has customized it to pay attention to its surroundings.

“I programmed it so it would think about its environment. If I put it on a table and ordered it to do things, it wouldn’t fall off the table or hit an object because I equipped it with five sensors,” he says. “You could implement this stuff on a car or a wheelchair or a bomb detector. I’m pretty sure in the near future we will see cars that will not hit anything.”

During their four undergraduate years together, these budding programmers have formed a bond and pushed FGCU onto the international stage at the urging – heck, let’s call it the insistence – of Janusz Zalewski, their taskmaster and (tor)mentor, known fondly as “Dr. Z.”

“I would point out multiple deficiencies wherever they thought it was good,” he says. “That was my contribution.”

An electrical engineering by training, Zalewski inherited a fledging program when he arrived at FGCU from the University of Central Florida in 2002.

“Computer Science began in the College of Arts and Sciences, and eventually was moved into the Lutgert College of Business. There, it was combined into a single department with Computer Information Systems, with which it has little in common.

Zalewski believed the
Eagles hold their own in the big leagues

BY CARL BLEICH

The Florida Gulf Coast University women’s volleyball promotional poster may have stated it best. “We’re just happy to be here is for losers who are just happy to be here,” the poster reads in big blue letters. “So make no mistake, while it may not happen overnight, this is about winning.”

The poster was wrong about one thing, however: The winning did happen overnight.

The FGCU volleyball team turned in one of the best seasons in school history this past fall, finishing 23-3 overall and 10-1 in Atlantic Sun conference play. The Eagles won the regular season conference championship and would have been the No. 1 seed for the Atlantic Sun Championship tournament had the Athletics department not been in the NCAA reclassifying stage because of the move to Division I, making the team ineligible for post-season play.

The Eagles did not lose a home match all year and had winning streaks of 14 and nine matches this season on two separate occasions. In their 26 matches this season, the Eagles lost just 13 games, eight of those in conference play.

At the end of the season, FGCU junior Ana Kokanovic was named the Atlantic Sun Conference Player of the year. Teammate Roberta Santos also made the first team while Brooke Youngquist earned second-team honors.

The Atlantic Sun also named FGCU volleyball head coach Jaye Flood as 2007 Coach of the Year. “Our student-athletes really accomplished something special,” FGCU Athletics director Carl McAloose said. “No one in the world was thinking that they could do something like this.”

Here are some highlights from other FGCU teams’ first season in Division I:

• The women’s soccer team, also in its first year of play, finished with a 7-4 record in Atlantic Sun conference play and an overall 11-7 record. The Eagles finished third in the conference and would have qualified for the Atlantic Sun Championship had they not been ineligible because of the NCAA reclassifying period. After losing starting goalkeeper Emily Barrett to an injury midseason, freshman Kirsi Keenan filled in and allowed just 14 goals in the Eagles’ final 12 games. She was even named Atlantic Sun Player of the Week for the week of Oct. 15.

• The men’s soccer team, in its first season, finished with an 8-10-1 record and 3-5-1 Atlantic Sun record on the season – good enough for seventh place in the conference. In its three conference victories, the squad outscored University of South Carolina Upstate, Mercer and Lipscomb by a combined score of

"Our student-athletes really accomplished something special!

– Carl McAloose
The men’s cross country team finished third out of 12 teams at the Atlantic Sun Championships Oct. 29. They placed 30th with a time of 27:30. The Eagles also had a great showing in the Stetson Hatter Invitational on Oct. 12. There, the team finished fifth out of 16 teams. The women’s golf team hosted the Stetson Hatter Invitational played Sept. 29, at Miromar Lakes. The team also made an impressive showing in the Stetson Hatter Invitational to close out the season, finishing third out of nine teams.

The men’s cross country team’s season is highlighted by a win at the West Florida Invitational Sept. 22. Megan Thies, Angela Hegge, Cadie Sly and Taylor Cooke finished in the top four spots, bolstering the Eagles to a 218 (two above par). Eagle’s top finisher, turning in 79. Thies finished in 19:40, good for 18th and 19th place, respectively. The Eagles will play a full Division I schedule this year including home games against Butler (Dec. 22) and Penn (Dec. 29), both teams that made the NCAA Tournament last season.

The women’s basketball team is full of new faces this season. After going 34-1 and making it to the Division II National Championship game last season, the Eagles will now be relying on forwards Delia De La Torre and Adrianne McNally. They are the team’s returning leading scorers and rebounders. The Eagles added plenty of talent and height in the off season and now sport a roster with four players taller than six feet.

The men’s basketball team started its season off on the right foot even if it doesn’t count in the wins and losses column. The Eagles blasted St. Thomas 98-77 on Nov. 3 at Alico Arena behind Casey Woldhelm’s 23 points and Adam Liddell’s 16 points and nine rebounds. The Eagles will play a full Division I schedule this year including home games against Butler. Victoria Hyddmark won the 100-yard backstroke for the Eagles. Hyddmark, a freshman, topped a Georgia Tech swimmer by more than a second to win. The biggest swimming event on campus this season will be Jan. 5 at the Aquatics Center. The Eagles will host the FGCU Invitational beginning at 9 a.m.

McAloose was thrilled with the way all the teams performed in the fall and is looking forward to watching the swimming and basketball teams compete this winter.

“This says a lot about the caliber of student athletes we bring in,” McAloose said. (Basketball and swimming) will do a great job representing FGCU.”

— Carl Blich, a student at FGCU, is a freelance writer who lives in Fort Myers.
FGCU partners with Conservancy for vital environmental education program

The Conservancy of Southwest Florida and Florida Gulf Coast University are teaming up to establish an innovative program aimed at coordinating and expanding environmental education for people of all ages.

The Environmental Education Partnership’s mission is to expand environmental education programming, improve curriculum and develop innovative programs in Southwest Florida.

The new initiative is made possible through two gifts to the Conservancy, which will be donated to FGCU. A $1 million gift will be eligible for a 75 percent matching grant through the State of Florida’s matching gifts fund. The resulting $1.75 million will create an endowment that will sustain the program. The second gift of $100,000 comes from an anonymous foundation in Ohio. That money will provide operating funds FGCU may use to jump start the program. Within five years the program is expected to be sustained by the endowment fund.

Conservancy supporters Ed and Edith Andrew gave the $1 million gift because of their belief in the importance of environmental education.

“The gift to FGCU would not have been possible without the support of Edie and Ed Andrew,” says Andrew McElwain, president and CEO of the Conservancy of Southwest Florida. “The gift, combined with the educational clout of FGCU, will improve environmental education across the region.”

According to Ed Andrew, “I think a partnership like this will get more bang for our buck. Putting people together who teach about the environment will help the Conservancy do an even better job of educating future generations.”

It’s a program tailor-made for FGCU, with its commitment to serve the region and to further environmental awareness.

“The gift will allow us to add new partnerships with regional environmental education organizations that have done a good job with their environmental education offerings,” says Richard Pegnetter, former FGCU interim president.

A new faculty member will be hired for FGCU’s Department of Marine and Ecological Sciences in the College of Arts and Sciences. That person will be responsible for coordinating the environmental education and outreach program and will work closely with both organizations to create a regional “K-to-Gray” program.

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Donna Price Henry believes it’s a good match.

“(FGCU has) proven they are the best partner to make an impact on the Southwest Florida aquatic environment.” – Quinn Ruelle

Endowed funds take aim at solving mysteries of red tide

Red tide has plagued and perplexed coastal communities for decades, causing periodic blooms of organisms that are toxic to fish, birds, marine mammals and, on occasion, people. Researchers have long labored to figure out what causes the microscopic algae to infest coastal waters in an effort to develop a way to eradicate it.

To help in that effort, Red Tide Relief, founded by Quinn Ruelle, has established an endowed fund at Florida Gulf Coast University for student research projects on red tide.

The initial contribution of $20,000 creates the Red Tide Relief Endowed Fund that will be used to fund undergraduate and graduate student research projects on red tide.

In addition to the endowment, Red Tide Relief made a $30,000 donation to help create wet labs at the new FGCU Vester Marine Science site in Bonita Springs.

The founder of Red Tide Relief, Ruelle got involved with red tide after experiencing the effects first hand in 2003. Consequently, he established the Ecological Research and Action Foundation, also known as Red Tide Relief, a non-profit organization dedicated to increasing awareness and promoting the prevention of red tide. The organization works to support research on the causes of red tide and to develop appropriate prevention measures and interventions to mitigate or prevent red tide. The group seeks to establish partnerships with like-minded organizations to support education programs and projects.

“Red Tide Relief recognizes the commitment of FGCU to marine biology research and Dr. Awnani Volety’s ongoing commitment to environmental projects like the acclaimed oyster bed reseeding projects. They have proven they are the best partner to make an impact on the Southwest Florida aquatic environment. Their latest Bonita Springs facility will provide them direct access to monitor and analyze the local bays and estuaries,” says Ruelle.

Volety, FGCU chair of Marine and Ecological Sciences, sees many benefits to come from the gift.

“The donation provides continuing funds for student research in the areas of red tide and marine research as well as augmenting the infrastructure at the FGCU Vester Marine and Environmental Sciences field lab,” he says. “Funds from the donation are being used to enhance the sea water systems used to conduct experiments on the impacts of red tides on marine organisms including ecologically and economically important species such as oysters, clams and recreationally important fish, as well as raising shellfish for restoration projects.

“On behalf of the students and faculty from the Marine and Ecological Sciences, I extend sincere thanks for the generosity of Quinn Ruelle and his organization.”

Red Tide Relief is supported through donations of various overstocked consumer electronics that are sold below cost. The proceeds are then donated to partners such as FGCU that further the goal of improving the Southwest Florida aquaculture. Visit www.redtiderelief.org for more information about how to donate and to visit the online thrift store.
Founder’s Cup raises more than $80,000 for FGCU Foundation

More than $80,000 was raised by a full field and sponsorships during the 16th annual Florida Gulf Coast University Founder’s Cup Golf Tournament at Mediterra, Bonita Bay Group’s master-planned community in North Naples.

The total boosts the amount generated by past tournaments to more than $750,000 – three quarters of $1 million – for the Florida Gulf Coast University Foundation.

Low gross winner on Mediterra’s North Course was the foursome from Johnson Controls. The Lutgert Companies/Premier Properties of Southwest Florida team was the low gross winner on Mediterra’s South Course.

“We are fortunate and thankful to have such a supportive business community,” said Richard Pegnetter, former FGCU interim president. “The money raised from the full field on the two Mediterra courses provides funding to enhance vital programs in the sciences, education and athletics.”

Along with Bonita Bay Group, other major sponsors of the 2007 tournament included Blue results, hole-in-one; AJAX Construction Company, silent auction; Chico’s, luncheon; Five County Insurance, shirts; Florida Community Bank, photographs; Johnson Controls, pins; Kraft Construction, program; Service Painting, golf carts; Wayne Wiles Floor Coverings, beverage cart; University Housing Service, driving range; and Graef, Anhalt, Schloemer & Associates, hats.

“Bonita Bay Group has supported this tournament since 1991, before the University had a name,” said Brian Lucas, vice president of Business Development/CIO of special projects for Bonita Bay Group. “So it gives me great pleasure to announce that the 17th Annual Founder’s Cup will return to Mediterra on Oct. 13, 2008.”

For more information regarding the 2008 FGCU Founder’s Cup or to request an invitation, call (239) 590-1074, e-mail jedens@fgcu.edu, or visit www.fgcu.edu/foundation.

TIER ELECTRIC

Electric company demonstrates belief in giving back to its supporters

Tier Electric is not only helping to construct the buildings now rising on the Florida Gulf Coast University campus, it’s also helping University students build their futures.

The company has donated $100,000 to create the Tier Electric Endowment Scholarship Fund, which will award scholarships to Lee and Collier county students with financial need. The state will provide a $50,000 match, making the gift worth $150,000.

“We like to do business with people who do business with us,” says John Cammarata, who is one of the company’s owners, along with Dennis Lawton (formerly of Collier Electric), Rick Newton and Dale Quick.

When the Naples firm needed new Jeeps, for example, the owners opted to travel to Palm Auto in Punta Gorda, despite the distance, because the dealership had previously hired Tier. “It’s the same with the University,” Cammarata says. “The University has always been there as part of the Tier Electric team. We thought what’s better than putting our resources back into those who helped our company grow?”

Tier, which has been in business since 2003 and employs 78 people, has been involved in the construction of several University buildings, including campus laundry facilities and the central energy plant. The company is now at work on a five-story housing structure expected to open in fall 2008.

“FGCU is honored that Tier Electric has created an endowed scholarship fund at FGCU,” says Darlene McCloud, FGCU director of major gifts. “It is especially meaningful that a business that has been working to help build our campus facilities has chosen to make this investment in our students. This scholarship will benefit students for generations to come.”

Cammarata says that there will be at least three scholarships of $2,500 awarded each year at FGCU “so we’ll at least touch three lives every year.”

Tier Electric owners, from left: Rick Swann, Dennis Lawton and John Cammarata at FGCU construction site.

Not pictured: Dale Quick.

Tier Electric is not only helping to construct the buildings now rising on the Florida Gulf Coast University campus, it’s also helping University students build their futures.

The company has donated $100,000 to create the Tier Electric Endowment Scholarship Fund, which will award scholarships to Lee and Collier county students with financial need. The state will provide a $50,000 match, making the gift worth $150,000.

“We like to do business with people who do business with us,” says John Cammarata, who is one of the company’s owners, along with Dennis Lawton (formerly of Collier Electric), Rick Newton and Dale Quick.

When the Naples firm needed new Jeeps, for example, the owners opted to travel to Palm Auto in Punta Gorda, despite the distance, because the dealership had previously hired Tier. “It’s the same with the University,” Cammarata says. “The University has always been there as part of the Tier Electric team. We thought what’s better than putting our resources back into those who helped our company grow?”

Tier, which has been in business since 2003 and employs 78 people, has been involved in the construction of several University buildings, including campus laundry facilities and the central energy plant. The company is now at work on a five-story housing structure expected to open in fall 2008.

“FGCU is honored that Tier Electric has created an endowed scholarship fund at FGCU,” says Darlene McCloud, FGCU director of major gifts. “It is especially meaningful that a business that has been working to help build our campus facilities has chosen to make this investment in our students. This scholarship will benefit students for generations to come.”

Cammarata says that there will be at least three scholarships of $2,500 awarded each year at FGCU “so we’ll at least touch three lives every year.”
Globe-trotting alumnus finds success, adventure in far-flung locales

When John S. Biedenharn finished high school, he had grand plans. He and his friends would play the board game Risk late into the night and make predictions about their futures.

“I remember saying I was going to be an astronaut or a world-traveling oil geologist, and then retire to a life of ease in Australia or the South Pacific,” he says.

At 49, he’s come close. Biedenharn grew up traveling the world. He has continued that lifestyle professionally. The master’s degree in Public Administration he earned from Florida Gulf Coast University in 1999 helped him do it.

He has worked in the United States, Saudi Arabia, Australia and Guam. He recently came back to the United States to become the solid waste manager for Coconino County in Arizona. “Getting a master’s from FGCU widened my academic horizons beyond my career in waste management, and gave me the ability and opportunity to widen my professional horizons as well,” he says.
Two years after graduating from FGCU, the former Collier County solid waste director and environmental compliance coordinator and his wife, Diane, took a three-week vacation Down Under. They fell in love with Australia.

“it looked like paradise,” he says. “Everywhere we went, our new mates dropped subtle hints like, ‘Weld love to have you working for us.”

Biedenharn and his wife couldn’t shake the call of Australia; within two years they had moved to Queensland, where Biedenharn took a job as the coordinator and then manager of the City of Thuringowa’s New Waste Business Unit. He managed two landfills, three transfer stations and the council’s waste and recycling collection programs. Along with the job came the Australian standard five weeks of vacation per year and three-day weekends every other week. For two years, the couple traveled throughout Australia, often on diving trips to places such as Vanuatu, Fiji and the Solomon Islands.

The couple felt an allegiance to the United States, but they also loved Australia so much that they both took Australian citizenship in 2005, and are now proud citizens of both countries.

“How good is that?” he says. “My country extends from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean – and I’ve got great diving from one side of the planet to the other.

While in Australia, Biedenharn wanted to broaden his horizons further, so he began a master’s degree in Natural Resources Management at James Cook University (JCU) in Townsville, focusing on sustainable development in the Southwest Pacific. His paper, “Evolution of Aid Strategies in Melanesia,” was published in the Proceedings of the August 2006 Sustainable Economic Growth in Regional Australia Conference in Tasmania. He earned a Graduate Certificate in Science then put his studies on hold in 2006, to take a waste management job with the U.S. Territorial Government of Guam.

In Micronesia, he was the territory’s special projects coordinator and first professional landfill manager.

“Guam is a beautiful island,” he says. “It’s prettier than Hawaii in some ways.”

It also has some breathtaking dive sites, he says.

“They call it ‘America’s Pacific Paradise’, and they’re not kidding,” he says of the Mariana Islands, which are south of Saipan and not far from Palau and Bikini Atoll.

As beautiful as the region was, however, Biedenharn readily accepted his current job last fall for a variety of reasons.

“My position with the government of Guam – which may have about to be terminated for lack of funds – was becoming increasingly frustrating due to a continual shortage of funds, materials and equipment,” he says.

While he had a lot of responsibility, he found he had no actual authority to accomplish many of the tasks with which he was charged.

His new job, based in Flagstaff, gives him “a significant increase in actual authority, greater professional opportunity, the chance to make a greater difference in the environmental welfare of the place I live, and a nice increase in pay and benefits,” he says.

In Coconino County, there are more people, a government that runs smoothly and a larger tax base than in Guam, combining to allow him to do the job for which he was hired.

With all those benefits comes a bit of discomfort – a chillier climate, which includes snow, and a vastly different environment.

“Getting off the plane from Guam felt like stepping out onto the surface of Mars, but with trees,” he says. “Of course, there’s some spectacular scenery here, too.”

And there’s another plus, one he believes many Americans take for granted.

“It’s a pleasure to be back in a working economy. I’m not sure the folks here appreciate how good they have it. Maybe I have a different view because I’ve been ‘over the fence’ and know that the grass is not always greener over there. Mind you, I wouldn’t have traded the opportunity to see it for myself for anything. And yes, I miss Australia very much.”

Biedenharn came by his itch to travel honestly. His parents worked for the Arabian American Oil Company (Arabco), and so he traveled the world often as a child. He attended high school in Naples and then studied geo-engineering at the Colorado School of Mines. The cold winters drove him back to Florida, where he earned an associate’s degree, and then a Bachelor of Science in Geology.

Later, as an oil exploration geologist, he worked in New Mexico, Texas and then in Saudi Arabia until the world oil glut of 1984 brought his and many of his colleagues’ careers to an early end – but he didn’t quit. He kept taking courses and soon ended up working in waste management, becoming a nationally certified professional manager by 1998.

“I’m an Australian-American who’s been an exploration geologist in Arabia and New Mexico, a science teacher and private investigator in Florida, coordinator and director of Collier County Solid Waste, manager of Thuringowa’s Waste Business Unit in Queensland, and a special projects coordinator and landfill manager for a U.S. territorial government … (while also being) a scuba-bum in the South Pacific in my spare time,” he says.

Moving to the American Southwest was his next goal and he’s realized that ambition. He’d like to stay in one place long enough to teach college courses in government occasionally, while still taking diving holidays three to four times a year.

“I might still retire to Australia,” he says. “It’s a beautiful place, and I’ve missed it very much.”

Biedenharn’s time at FGCU plays an important part of his history. “FGCU only had a few buildings on its campus when I first started classes back in the old days of 1999,” he says. “The classes were really interesting and it was a real pleasure to be able to relate studies in government to my interests in waste management and to be sharing classes with so many government professionals. We had a lot to talk about.”

The hours he once whiled away playing Risk are now taken up with reef diving in the South Pacific and games of “Civilization IV” on his computer when it rains.

To current and future FGCU students he says: “You really can achieve whatever you put your mind to, and are willing to work for. I made it to the South Pacific, didn’t I?”

— Catherine King is a freelance writer who lives in Fort Myers.
FGCU alumni now have online community

W

e used to rely on printed yearbooks to capture and recall our school days through photos and scribbled messages from friends. But in this age of cyber-sophistication, it’s possible to create a living, ever-changing montage of memories that can be shared with friends and classmates near and far. In short, the online community is the new yearbook.

In October, the FGCU Alumni Association launched Eagle Entourage, a secure online community where alumni can post photos, find old friends, send messages and network. It’s a natural fit with the University’s focus on online learning and communication.

This new online network delivers features demanded by young alumni and valued by Eagles well into their careers. Eagle Entourage’s network delivers features similar to Facebook and LinkedIn. The difference is that Eagle Entourage is pre-programmed with alumni names, graduation years and degrees. The information cannot be changed by the user so that those who register cannot pretend to be someone else.

To register, alumni must provide their first and last names, birth month, date and year to unlock the new, FGCU alumni-exclusive service.

A high-security Web site protects private information while giving users control to set preferences that tailor the online experience to suit their needs and interests. Accessible from the www.fgcu.edu/alumni Web site or directly at http://fgcu.affinitycircles.com, alumni can click on the profiles of friends, colleagues, classmates or business contacts and invite them to join their personal network, making it easy to enjoy social time or enhance business connections.

With more than 7,000 alumni, the FGCU community has grown, along with the diversity and interests of its alumni. Eagle Entourage allows participants to join the various special interest groups that have been established or to start their own and make them open to the public or by invitation only. Graduates can establish groups based on geographic location or specific careers and can collaborate and share information in a safe online environment by using the Eagle Entourage services.

So put away the dusty yearbook and see how your classmates have evolved. Register for Eagle Entourage today.

EAGLE ENTOURAGE FEATURES

• Free FGCU Alumni-only exclusive service
• Easy to get started and use
• Built-in job search and posting service
• Photo galleries add fun to sharing pictures
• View friends as a list or map links to them
• Powerful search tools to locate friends
• User-controlled messaging and alert preferences
• Can be used as professional networking asset or social planner

Multi-tasking mom wins Alumni Association scholarship

BY ALLISON ALLIE

A
t age 24, Jessica Davie has a lot on her plate.

She’s a wife, mother of a toddler and a full-time Florida Gulf Coast University graduate student with a 3.96 GPA.

The Fort Myers native is also the recipient of the 2007-08 FGCU Alumni Association Scholarship.

Davie grew up in Fort Myers, graduated as salutatorian from Estero High School and headed off to the University of Florida in 2001. But she wound up following her heart and returned to her hometown to marry her high-school sweetheart, Adam, transferring to FGCU in the process.

She graduated summa cum laude in 2005 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing and then worked as a registered nurse in HealthPark Medical Center’s medical intensive care unit.

In May 2006, the Davies celebrated the birth of their daughter, Kiley Grace.

Now Davie is pursuing a master’s degree in Nursing and expects to graduate in April 2009. She plans to become a nurse anesthetist and return to work for the Lee Memorial Health System.

“I was inspired to become an anesthetist by my mother-in-law who works at Naples Community Hospital,” says Davie, who also finds time to serve as president of the Student Organization of Nurse Anesthetists.

The program requires students to attend full-time for 28 months, which meant she had to give up her job in order to pursue her dream.

“My family has made the transition from a two-income household with no tuition expenses, to a single-income family with a greatly increased expense of tuition and books,” she said, noting that the Alumni Association scholarship will help ease that financial burden.

In return, she plans to use her training to give back to her community, which sorely needs more nurses.

Some day she hopes to do some missionary work and return to FGCU to train future nurse anesthetists.

Her willingness to make financial sacrifices to pursue training she’ll use in her hometown impressed the Alumni Association Board of Directors.

“She obviously is a strong student with a high GPA and made the sacrifice of giving up an income to achieve this education,” says Cynthia Bennett, ’99, FGCU Alumni Association president.

Davie will receive $700 in scholarship money to use for books and tuition.

The scholarship is funded by contributions from FGCU alumni and other donors to the Alumni Association. The current balance of the FGCU Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship Fund stands at more than $27,000.

“I would like to thank the alumni and friends of FGCU who have contributed to the FGCU Alumni Association Scholarship Fund … for your thoughtfulness and generosity in helping not only a fellow graduate achieve her dreams, but also the lives of many people through the services that I will be able to provide in the Fort Myers community,” says Davie.

To contribute to the FGCU Alumni Association Scholarship Fund, contact the Office of Alumni Relations at (239) 590-1016.

“Davie) made the sacrifice of giving up an income to achieve this education.”

– Cynthia Bennett

“I would like to thank the alumni and friends of FGCU who have contributed to the FGCU Alumni Association Scholarship Fund … for your thoughtfulness and generosity in helping not only a fellow graduate achieve her dreams, but also the lives of many people through the services that I will be able to provide in the Fort Myers community,” says Davie.

To contribute to the FGCU Alumni Association Scholarship Fund, contact the Office of Alumni Relations at (239) 590-1016.

– Allison Allie is the FGCU director of Alumni Relations.
Class Notes

Weddings, engagements and births

Rachel DiSalvo, ’05 (Communications), and Jeff Faramo, ’04 (Marketing), announced their engagement in October 2007. Both were student leaders at FGCU and plan to continue to stay connected as alumni. They are living in Orlando.

Jeff Faramo and Rachel DiSalvo

Caitlin Hustrulid, ’04 (Communications) and Jan-Erik Hustrulid, ’03 (Computer Information Systems) will celebrate their first wedding anniversary on Dec. 27. The couple were married at La Playa Beach & Golf Resort in Naples. They live in Bonita Springs.

Caitlin Hustrulid and Jan-Erik Hustrulid

Michael McCabe, ’00 (English), and Elizabeth Berens were married Nov. 2 at Selby Gardens in Sarasota. Michael is a practicing employment law attorney at Risman, Barrett, Hurt, Donahue & McClain, P.A., in Orlando.

Amy Willis, ’05 (Elementary Education), and Chad Willis, ’05 (History), announced the birth of their son Luke Jamison Willis on July 10. He weighed 9 pounds and was 21 inches long. The Willises live in Naples.

Luke Jarinco Willis

Amy Willis and Chad Willis

Victoria Ellison (Accounting) is pursuing a Master’s of Science degree in Accounting and will graduate from FGCU in December. She has recently been promoted to senior accountant at Datalogistics, a freight billing processing company. Victoria and her husband, Jonathan, will celebrate their one-year anniversary Jan. 28.

Jo Crandall (Nursing) is a director of Emergency Services at Eureka Springs Hospital in Eureka Springs, AR.

Jo Crandall

Deborah Elias, ’07 (English) has joined a promotional product company, Boundless Network in Chicago. The company offers creative services, high quality products and customer service.

Deborah Elias

Amber Phariss, ’07 (Nursing) and Joshua Golden have announced their engagement. The wedding will be held Jan. 19 in downtown Fort Myers. Amber is a registered nurse at Health Park Medical Center in the Progressive Care Unit. She plans to pursue her master’s degree in Nursing at FGCU.

Amber Golden and Amber Phariss

Robert Kremski (English) has joined a promotional product company, Boundless Network in Chicago. The company offers creative services, high quality products and customer service.

Robert Kremski

Wende Hoag (Master’s, Health Science) is the owner of Willow Corporate. A long-term, in-home care and companionship service for seniors in New Port Richey, FL. The company’s services include housekeeping, home maintenance, errands and transportation. Hoag also provides case management.

Wende Hoag

Amber Rish (Sports Management) is the community investment coordinator for the Memphis Grizzlies.

Amber Rish

Tracy Colleron (Marketing) is the owner of Straighten Up, Inc. in Naples. The company offers professional organizing services for homes and home offices in Southwest Florida and is a part of the National Association of Professional Organizers. Straighten Up specializes in paper waste management, creating efficient filing, bill-paying and bookkeeping systems for small business owners.

Tracy Colleron

Lara Barrow

Victoria Ellison

Lee Waller (Environmental Studies) is enjoying working as a senior program specialist for Lee County’s environmentally sensitive land acquisition program Conservation 2020. He lives in Alva.

Lee Waller

Michael McCabe

Jo Crandall

Tell us where you are and what you’re doing.

Alumni are encouraged to share their news about new jobs, promotions, relocations, weddings, births and other milestones. Send items to the Office of Alumni Relations, alumnirelations@fgcu.edu or mail entries to Office of Alumni Relations, Florida Gulf Coast University, 10501 FGCU Blvd. South, Fort Myers, FL 33965-6565.
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**Director’s Message**

Your Alumni Association: Your new best friend

Dear Fall 2007 Graduate,

Congratulations on the successful completion of your Florida Gulf Coast University degree requirements and welcome to our worldwide family of more than 7,000 FGCU alumni.

Are you looking for opportunities with jobs, internships or graduate school? The FGCU Alumni Association can help. The Alumni Association is your avenue toward career and social networking, valuable discounts and privileges and a way to stay in touch with friends and the FGCU campus. To celebrate your graduation and the start of your career, the FGCU Alumni Association is presenting you with a free annual membership through Dec. 31, 2008.

To take advantage of your free membership, visit www.fgcu.edu/alumni/contact-us.asp to update your FGCU alumni record and request an official FGCU Alumni Association membership card. As a member, you will be eligible for a host of programs and services that touch nearly every aspect of your life including: discounts on testing services for the GMAT and GRE, seminars through the Small Business Development Center, clothing and gift items at the University Store, programs through the Renaissance Academy, car rentals and tickets to FGCU athletic events and more. Visit the Membership Benefits page at www.fgcu.edu/alumni for a complete listing.

Now that’s something to get excited about! Alumni are vital parts of the FGCU tradition. I hope you will make it your tradition to show your Eagle pride and loyalty by renewing your Alumni Association membership at the end of December 2008 or joining as a Lifetime Member. You’ll stay connected to the University and your classmates and support FGCU students for the years to come.

If you have any questions, call me at (239) 590-1016, or e-mail alumnirelations@fgcu.edu.

Stay connected to FGCU and enjoy your free membership!

From one Eagle to another,

Allison N. Allie, MBA, ’06
Director of Alumni Relations

---

**Alumni Association Happenings**

Jan. 11: Fill the Stands - FGCU Men’s basketball game vs. Stetson (televised) 7:30 p.m., Alico Arena

Jan. 19: All Alumni Weekend

Jan. 24-26: National Black Alumni Reunion

Jan. 31: Eagle Alumni Networking Night 6:30 p.m., 55 Degrees Cool Wine and Cheese

**Alumnius’ art work featured in Chicago Red Bull exhibit**

Jeffrey Scott Lewis, ’04 (Liberal Studies – Art), was among the artists whose work was selected for this year’s Red Bull Art of Can competition at Chicago’s River East Art Center. In all, 29 pieces were on display.

As the name implies, all works had to include at least one Red Bull can. Lewis won the competition with a piece he called “Body & Wine.”

The piece is composed of two eight-foot tall steel rods threaded with the cans, some crushed, some flattened, some intact. The most important tool in creating the piece: his foot, with which he stomped the cans as needed. The only other implement he used was a drill press.

His description of the work by saying, “One rod represents Body, the other Mind, with a simple cane connecting the two structures.”

**Cheer ‘til You’re Blue in the Face**

FGCU alumni Kathy Pope, ’81 (Business, Business Administration) and her husband received VIP treatment during the Alumni Association’s event, Cheer ‘til You’re Blue in the Face. Alumni and friends gathered in Alico Arena’s VIP suite to cheer on the women’s volleyball team in its game against USC and the opening night of Eagle basketball’s Tip-Off Weekend.

---

**A Gift to be Proud of...FGCU Brick Pavers**

Surprise your favorite Florida Gulf Coast University graduate with a gift that will last throughout the seasons.

To order pavers, visit: www.fgcu.edu/alumni or call (239) 590-1087

---

**Eaglepalooza draws alumni**

FGCU alumni Nathalie Grace, ’05 (Management) and Joey Bier, ’00 (Business Administration) – both members of FGCU’s Alumni Association – helped set up the Alumni Association tent during Campus Recreation’s Eaglepalooza. The annual event featured recreational activities, an assortment of food and a concert starring Yung Joc.

---
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English professor explores Latina identity

The title of FGCU English professor Myra Mendible's new book may be enough to make it a best seller. “From Bananas to Buttocks: The Latina Body in Popular Film and Culture” (University of Texas Press), is a catchy title for a serious and rarely explored issue: How body shape and appearance mold cultural perceptions.

“Most titles are so difficult, I struggle with them,” says Mendible. “Other times the titles just pop into my head and … that’s how it happened with this one.”

The book is a series of interdisciplinary essays by a variety of scholars from the disciplines of cinema and cultural studies. "Most of the essays were, I would say, driven by the desire to show there is a lot of work to be done, or could be done, on Latina bodies," says Mendible. "The idea was to question what is available and to be aware of the tropes that are very powerful in shaping certain attitudes and assumptions," she explains.

"Singer and actress Jennifer Lopez's anatomy. The title is a trademark of the ebullient Brazilian singer and actress of the 1930s and '40s, Carmen Miranda. The book is a series of interdisciplinary essays by a variety of scholars from the disciplines of cinema and cultural studies. Here's how the title was conceived: "Most titles are so difficult, I struggle with them," says Mendible. "Other times the titles just pop into my head and … that’s how it happened with this one."
Above and left: Parking Garage 2 is expected to open sometime this spring.

Opposite page: Lutgert Hall, future home of the Lutgert College of Business, and Holmes Hall, which will house the U.A. Whitaker School of Engineering, are under construction side by side. Lutgert Hall is expected to be ready for occupancy next fall, as is the Herbert J. Sugden Hall, which will house the Resort and Hospitality Management program. Holmes Hall is expected to be completed in time for the winter semester in January 2009. Not pictured, but also under construction, are a 408-bed residence hall, which should be ready in August, as well as the Athletic Building and Soccer Field, both of which should be completed this spring.